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Non-profit organisations operate under volatile, complex and difficult economic circumstances. During the Covid

pandemic many NPOs have been exposed for their lack of financial sustainability. One way of getting through
difficult times is to have a reserve or endowment that enables the non-profit organisation to continue providing
programmes. United Kingdom-based network organisation Bond in association with hayesmacintyre recently
released a report entitled, “Building financial reserves for resilient organisations: approaches and recommendations
for NGOs”. This is an important study that provides evidence of the situation with regard to NGO reserves in the UK.
In the UK, and certainly in South Africa, most non-profit organisations do not have sufficient reserves, if any. For
most UK charities, the average level of reserves covered only two months of running costs. When fixed assets were
removed this figure more than halved. The mean level of unrestricted reserves was 11 weeks of total spend, with a
median of eight weeks. It is quite apparent that having reserves for less than eight weeks work, makes it difficult if
not impossible for an organisation to survive a financial shock. Given the low level of reserves in the non -profit
sector, organisations have to consider how they are going to transition to new business models. It is those
organisations that have a healthy reserve that will get through unforeseen circumstances.
Part of the problem (I guess) is that most NPOs do not see the holding of reserves as a strategic imperative,
preferring instead to trust that the funding will emerge. But good strategic practice requires the building and
preservation of reserves as a financial priority.
So how does one go about doing this. The biggest obstacle is not the funding, it is the attitude and the lack of
strategic insight on the part of the NPO and its leaders. Those non-profits that have sufficient reserves are the ones
that are able to maintain programmes and ensure that the work that they planned to do continues. One way of
establishing a reserve and funding could be for NPOs to put self-generated income, for example from contract work,
into a reserve “for a rainy day” as we were told when we received pocket money, as children.
Many NPOs cite lack of opportunity as the most common issue that prevents them from building a reserve. Others
are concerned how donors and supporters will view a reserve. In our experience donors are more confident when
funding an NPO if there is a reserve which will ensure the continuation of programmes in difficult times.
Another way of building a reserve is by managing costs effectively, especially through full cost recovery. A sound,
well-thought-out business model (how many NPOs have this?) is also essential in creating reserves in which liquidity
is a priority.
So, the message that I am trying to get across is that NPOs that create a reserve and build it up will be the ones that
will weather the next storm. These will be the NPOs that will survive disruption and will emerge after a pandemic,
still able to provide programmes to communities that need it.
If any organisation in the ECD sector wishes to find out more, I am happy to discuss setting up a reserve with you.
ERIC ATMORE
Director
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EARLY CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT: IT’S A GLOOMY
PICTURE, BUT THERE’S A GLIMMER
OF HOPE

group, it means about 190,000 fewer children were benefiting
from these programmes.
These figures relate to a period before Covid-19 and its
catastrophic effect on many early childhood development
programmes and the communities in which they are run. Which
makes the second development even more troubling.

~ Rebecca Hickman and Grace Matlhape
Attendance at early childhood development programmes in
South Africa is dropping, and the state’s projected spend on the
sector is woefully inadequate. But there is a way to fix the
problem — and it requires a quantum leap.

Then, in February 2021, researchers published the findings of
Wave 3 of the National Income Dynamics Study — Coronavirus
Rapid Mobile Survey, which covered the final quarter of 2020.
They found that, despite a notable recovery since quarter three,
early childhood development attendance has not recovered to
pre-lockdown levels and remains lower compared with earlier
years.
They concluded that just 31% of children up to the age of six
were enrolled in early childhood development programmes or
school in November/December 2020. If correct, this means
declining access that began in 2019 has been accelerated
dramatically by Covid-19.
It is difficult to see how this trend will be reversed without
decisive intervention by the government. What is more, this is
only the start. Universal access to early childhood development
will not be achieved by maintaining the status quo — it
demands a quantum leap in government investment and
support for the sector.

In recent weeks we have learnt three things that should be of
concern to anyone who cares about the future of South Africa’s
children — and one thing that is a cause for optimism. Each
relates to the government’s ability to deliver on a centrepiece
pledge in the National Development Plan: universal access to
two years of early childhood development.
The early years are a critical developmental window, laying the
foundations for success at school and beyond. But in South
Africa, there are more than a million children aged three to five
who are not accessing any early childhood development
programme. And more than three-quarters of them are in lowincome households.
So, what have we learnt?
First, that access to early childhood development programmes
in South Africa is contracting, not expanding. In December
2020, Statistics South Africa published the delayed General
Household Survey for 2019. It revealed that the proportion of
children up to four years old attending an early childhood
development programme declined between 2018 and 2019 —
from 43.9% to 40.7%. While this might not seem a big drop in
percentage terms, extrapolating for all children in this age
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However, the third development, in the form of the Budget
statement, indicated that this investment is some way off.
Hidden in the fine print of the Budget documents was the
revelation that there will be no real-term increase in the early
childhood development conditional grant budget between 2022
and 2023; it will track inflation at 4%.
This means that just 50,000 more children are forecast to
receive the subsidy between 2020 and 2024. Even if every one
of these children represented a new place in an early childhood
development programme, it would still barely dent the one
million more places needed by 2030. What’s more, these
children will only be funded by the government reneging on the
annual increases in the subsidy promised in 2020’s Budget. The
subsidy will now lose value in real terms between 2020 and
2024, potentially fatally undermining the viability of many
programmes.
Economists tell us the return on investment for every rand spent
on the early years is substantially higher than for every rand
spent on primary, secondary and tertiary education. That return
is calculated in terms not only of the personal gains for the
child, but also of the social and economic gains for society. The
government accepts this.
It is bewildering, then, that while the basic education budget
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will be R279-billion in 2023/24, the entire budget for the early
childhood development subsidy is forecast to be about R3.3billion in the same year. Spending about R500 per year on every
child up to the age of five, while spending about R22,000 on
every six-to-17-year-old, does not make sense in terms of fair
opportunities for every child — and it does not make social and
economic sense.

A time of crisis has become a moment of opportunity, showing
what is possible where there is enough political will and
urgency. The government can no longer argue it is not possible
for the early childhood development subsidy to reach all
programmes in a managed way, because it has demonstrated
incontrovertibly that it is.

The launch last week of the World Bank report, Better Jobs and
Brighter Futures: Investing in Childcare to Build Human Capital,
reinforces this point. The report found that scaling up access to
quality early childhood development can unlock pathways out
of poverty, build employment and productivity, and level up
outcomes for children. To ensure equity for children,
governments should prioritise coverage for the most vulnerable
families and establish the financing and institutional
arrangements that will ensure quality early childhood
development for all, it concluded.
What, then, is the good news?
In October 2020, as part of the government’s employment
stimulus package, the President announced that workers in
early childhood development programmes would receive a oneoff grant. And in an unprecedented step, when the fund was
launched last month, the government urged unregistered and
non-centre-based early childhood development programmes to
apply.

So this much we know: attendance of these programmes in
South Africa is declining; projected government expenditure on
early childhood development is woefully inadequate; it is
possible for state funding to reach the children who need it
most and thereby unlock the pipeline of new programmes
needed to ensure universal access to quality early childhood
development by 2030.
It is time for the government to make the quantum leap.

Grace Matlhape is the CEO of SmartStart Early Learning social
franchise - a large-scale early childhood development delivery
platform committed to ensuring every child has access to quality
early childhood care and education.
Rebecca Hickman is an independent consultant and a
SmartStart associate focusing on public policy and strategy on
early childhood education.

Historically, these types of programmes, despite often serving
the poorest children, have not been able to access government
funding. Now, due to the imperatives created by Covid-19 and
an early childhood development sector in crisis, the Social
Development Department and National Treasury have rapidly
established systems to ensure an emergency grant has the
widest possible reach within a managed and auditable system.
Many of the challenges that were a barrier to fair funding have
suddenly been solved.
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Article available at
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-03-11-earlychildhood-development-its-a-gloomy-picture-but-theres-aglimmer-of-hope/
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BUILDING A SOCIAL MOVEMENT
IS AN ‘EXTREME SPORT’, SO HOW
DO YOU DO IT?
~ Christi Nortier
The early childhood development sector took its advocacy to new
heights, scoring key wins in 2020. But how to take this budding
momentum forward? Exponents turned to veterans of civil
society, Equal Education general secretary Noncedo
Madubedube and Mark Heywood – editor of Maverick Citizen –
for guidance on building people’s power, forming organisational
structures and antagonising government – while keeping its ear.

Real Reform for ECD Campaign, which garnered over 1,000
submissions on the Children Amendments Bill.
Despite this success, some people in the sector feel
uncomfortable with protest and fear that antagonising
government will shut doors, Peacock explained.
If a constitutional right is not being fulfilled then we should
stand up and demand it, said Heywood. “One of the principles
which underpins the Constitution is that protest is legitimate –
to speak out, picket and denounce in order to claim rights is
part of the social contract of the new South Africa,” he
explained.
He added that people should not be afraid: “We must always
remember that government officials and politicians are public
servants. They are there to help realise the equality and social
justice which underlines our Constitution.”
Both Heywood and Madubedube have been instrumental in
building their respective organisations. How did they do it?
Power is built when people understand their rights. The
Treatment Action Campaign was borne out of a need for people
to understand treatment as a right – this broke the silence
around HIV because people became their own advocates and a
social movement began to form, Heywood explained.

Advocacy work does bring about change — but it is no easy
task.
This was the shared sentiment of civil society leaders Noncedo
Madubedube and Mark Heywood during a virtual discussion
organised by the National Early Childhood Alliance and ilifa
Labantwana. They discussed what the early childhood
development sector can learn from advocacy in the education
and health sectors as it develops a national movement.
Madubedube is general secretary of Equal Education, a
community and membership-based organisation that advocates
for quality and equal education in South Africa. Heywood is the
co-founder of the Treatment Action Campaign, former director
of Section27 and currently editor of Maverick Citizen.
The sector saw an unprecedented surge in advocacy in 2020,
said Tess Peacock, moderator of the discussion and an ilifa
Labantwana associate. The sector compelled the government to
provide it with Covid-19 relief. It won two court cases – one to
reopen the sector during lockdown and another to force
government to pay centres their subsidies. Out of this rose the
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“We understood that we needed a movement. We were never
going to make change if it was just a group of middle-class
people like me operating out of Wits University and a few
lawyers. They play an important role, but they can’t bring about
deep, deep change.
“Change happens only when millions of people take
responsibility into their own hands,” he said, adding that active
citizenship makes the difference.
“Building a social movement is an extreme sport,”
started Madubedube. It requires patience, building from the
ground up and constant reflection. It requires one to work
towards ideals never experienced before and planning under
present circumstances for a better future.
It is essential to use a multi-pronged approach to bring everyone
along in your advocacy, she explained. Equal Education
encourages its members to think of local issues and then
develop sustainable strategies for that specific context and
involving that specific community.
Organisations need to spend energy and resources in
connecting with communities and educating them about the
issue, she said. Traditional and social media are powerful
channels for communication.
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You have to take into account the specifics of the constituency
you’re working with in order to be successful, according to
Heywood. He gave the example that those who work in early
childhood development know what it’s about and why it’s so
important, but some people might not.
“They might not know it’s a right and you can’t fight for
something if you don’t actually know what its about to start
with,” he said. The campaign needs to explain why it is such a
crucial issue for them, as well as encouraging people to protest.
Research is a key component of advocacy. It provides resources
to support the campaign and helps to define the movement’s
objectives, said Heywood.

maintain the sense of urgency.
Within an organisation, frequent communication is vital, said
Madubedube. It builds trust and keeps eyes open to the
challenges faced by other branches or teams. Having a code
which mirrors the Constitution is important as it provides the
team a chance to successfully build a law and culture within the
organisation which they strive to build outside of it through
advocacy, she said.

Madubedube explained that Equal Education collaborates with
young researchers to identify policies, protocols and systems
which young people can use to make change.
This research can also be used in courts and parliament to
create change, she added. Here, organisations can tell
lawmakers what the reality is on the ground and how it can be
fixed. It’s also important to have activist lawyers who
understand why an issue is unjust and will accompany you on
the journey.

Madubedube recommended making sure the organisation does
not grow more quickly than it can adapt. It is important to keep
up communication and ask different branches what they are
doing each day to work towards their local goals.
Both Madubedube and Heywood stated that building
relationships and coalitions are crucial and one should take the
time to educate people about your issue.
It’s important to have relationships with other civil society
organisations as well as with government and business, said
Madubedube.

If lawyers are needed, it is part of advocacy to go out and find
them, explained Heywood. He said it is necessary to take the
time to approach them, educate them about the issue and ask
them to come along on the journey.
The two speakers agreed that strategy and targets are crucial.
“If your cause is legitimate and your demands are realistic, then
there should be no limit to what you can achieve with advocacy.
What will hold you back is whether or not your strategies are
effective,” said Heywood.

“The coalitions are a space where we can connect the dots and
build the type of intersectional movements which will take us
into a different type of emancipation and freedom in the
future.”

Article available at
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-03-18-building-asocial-movement-is-an-extreme-sport-so-how-do-you-do-it/

They concurred that targets should be specific as it helps
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